Block-Buster
Info and Inspiration for Creatives: August 2017

FEATURE
The Vermeer E ect
Johannes Vermeer (1632-1675) produced just 35 paintings, sometimes taking
years to finish one work; contemporary painters, particularly gallery artists, are
expected to produce a new body of work almost yearly.
No time
After his father’s death in 1652, Johannes took over the family's inn and art
dealership. In addition to the demands of these two businesses, he was elected
head of the local painters' guild for four terms, served as a member of the civic
guard, and fathered 11 children. Does this sound like your overextended life?
Add to this recitation Vermeer’s exacting painting process and his sudden
death at a relatively young age and it’s small wonder that his oeuvre seems
limited. Yet he was regarded as a gifted painter in his community.
Vermeer’s devotion to painting is a reminder that it is possible for us to selfidentify primarily as creatives no matter how many other hats we wear.
Legacy
Though he is revered today, Vermeer wasn’t acclaimed outside his city in his
lifetime, and his work was lost to art history until the 19th century.
Instead of feeling pressured by more prolific creatives, or feeling we needn’t
bother if we can’t produce copious quantities of work, we can emulate Vermeer
by choosing to create regularly. We can revel in feeling alive as we dance, write
or paint, and build a life that includes connection with others.
We can’t know how our work will be received now or in the future, but we can
seize every available bit of time, craft our work as best we can, infuse it with
heart and soul, and offer it to the world.
Image: The Milkmaid, by Johannes Vermeer. Courtesy of the Rijksmuseum.
Used with permission.

BOOKSHELF
Startle and Illuminate: Carol Shields On Writing
Edited by Anne Giordani and Nicholas Giordani
Random House Canada, 2017
This collection of Carol Shields essays, correspondence and lectures, gathered
and edited by her daughter and grandson after her death, contains much
wisdom and inspiration for writers. Shields covers self-defeating beliefs, women
writers, structure, boldness, and how to use observation, eavesdropping, and
imagining scenes and characters to create a novel.
Among the gems in the book is this encouragement: "What writers need is to
learn to notice things, to recognize a story when they see it and to trust their
impulses."
The author’s points are reinforced with apt quotations from her novels. This
was a good decision by the editors, as it gives the reader a real sense of Carol
Shields’s voice. She must have been a wonderful instructor and mentor, as her
love of story (and of writers) shines through in these pages.

Most of the book’s chapters end with a recap of main points, which could be
useful to book clubs or study groups. The fifth closes with a series of “writing
assignments” that feel more like invitations to sharpen your observer’s eye and
play with the rhythm and shape of words.

BRIGHT IDEAS
Some writers begin a story by building an outline or skeleton of the plot before
they enter into narrative; process writers let the story lead them. The latter
method can be a lot scarier, and the question of I don’t know where this is going
can lead to creative blocks.
What if you told yourself you just don’t know yet, and decided to trust the
mysteries of process? Author Rachel Carson said, “The discipline of the writer
is to learn to be still and listen to what his subject tells him.”
Joseph Boyden once said that sometimes as he’s writing a new story, a
character from a previous book will appear and insist on becoming part of his
new plot. Instead of arguing, he welcomes the interloper.

How open are you to letting the story tell itself through you? Can you sit with
the not-yet-knowing and remain curious about what comes next?

COACHING NEWS
The coach is being coached! One of the last steps to certification as a creativity
coach is five sessions with a senior coach. It's wonderful to be on the other side
of the relationship, and to benefit from the perspective of someone with many
years of experience. It's helping me see through the eyes of my clients, and
deepening my understanding of the profound breakthroughs that can occur in
coaching.
I’m preparing some in-person coaching events for the fall, and will be at the Tall
Ships fest in Digby, Nova Scotia mid-month. Drop by and let’s chat about your
creative life.
In-person and telephone coaching spots available. Special rate still in effect
until fall 2017. Please contact me at 1-902-250-0735 or visit
www.clarethorbescreativitycoach.com to arrange a free first consultation.

WISE WORDS
In her book Being a Dancer: Advice from Dancers and Choreographers,
Lyndsey Winship asked her interviewees what makes a dancer a great artist.
Hip-hop artist Kendrick Sandy’s take was: “A dancer knows the moves…Then
it’s about really projecting, animating and showcasing yourself – that’s a
performer. By adding characterization, intention, feeling, you start to take it to
another level and be more creative and innovative – that’s an artist.”
Royal Ballet dancer Melissa Hamilton said, “…a dancer shows you the step and
an artist makes you feel the step.”
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